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Abstract: We present a novel algorithm to reconstruct curves with self-intersections and multiple parts from
unorganized strip-shaped points, which may have diﬀerent local shape scales and sampling densities. We ﬁrst extract
an initial curve, a graph composed of polylines, to model the diﬀerent structures of the points. Then a least-squares
optimization is used to improve the geometric approximation. The initial curve is extracted in three steps: anisotropic
farthest point sampling with an adaptable sphere, graph construction followed by non-linear region identiﬁcation,
and edge reﬁnement. Our algorithm produces faithful results for points sampled from non-simple curves without
pre-segmenting them. Experiments on many simulated and real data demonstrate the eﬃciency of our method, and
more faithful curves are reconstructed compared to other existing methods.
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1 Introduction
Curve reconstruction from unorganized points
is a fundamental problem in reverse engineering. A
large body of classical algorithms have been proposed
over the past decades (Edelsbrunner and Mucke,
1994; Dey and Kumar, 1999; Lee, 1999; Funke and
Ramos, 2001; Gold and Snoeyink, 2001; Cheng et al.,
2005; Yang et al., 2005; Hiyoshi, 2006; Wang et al.,
2006), mostly developed for thin points. We are
concerned with algorithms designed for strip-shaped
points (Lin et al., 2005), which are useful in many
applications, such as ﬁngerprint identiﬁcation and
text recognition.
The existing methods can be roughly classiﬁed
into three categories. The ﬁrst category tries to thin
the points as much as possible, and then reconstructs
the curve by traditional methods designed for thin
‡
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points (Lee, 1999). The second category includes
methods that ﬁt the boundary curve at ﬁrst, followed by extracting the middle curve of the boundary curve (Lin et al., 2005; Song, 2010). The third
category includes methods that are well studied in
statistics, called principal curves, which are smooth,
one-dimensional curves that pass through the middle of a p-dimensional data set (Verbeek et al., 2002;
Einbeck et al., 2005; Liu and Jia, 2005; Wang and
Lee, 2006).
However, several problems exist with the aforementioned algorithms, especially when the data is
concentrated around a highly curved path with multiple self-intersections. Moreover, most of these algorithms exhibit poor performance for reconstructing
multiple curves simultaneously. Generally speaking,
most of the ﬁrst two kinds of algorithms make no attempt to deal with point sets with self-intersections
and multiple parts. Some recently proposed algorithms inherited from principal curves deal with
these cases. Verbeek et al. (2002) proposed an incremental method to generate principal curves by
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ﬁtting line segments. These segments ﬁt the points
locally contained in each Voronoi cell and are connected to form polygonal lines. However, this divideand-conquer algorithm may generate excess selfintersections and lead to incorrect connections. Einbeck et al. (2005) constructed a principal curve by
a series of local centers of mass, the so-called local
principal curve (LPC). It is performed with an angle penalization to ensure LPCs pass each crossing
straight, and initialized more than once to handle
multiple crossings. However, the simple angle criterion is not suitable for complicated self-intersecting
curves. The alpha-shapes is another popular technique in curve reconstruction (Bernardini and Bajaj, 1997; De-Alarcón et al., 2002; Ohbuchi and
Takei, 2003; Albou et al., 2008; Krasnoshchekov and
Polishchuk, 2008), and can also be exploited to extract the boundary of the strip-shaped points (Song,
2010). However, a proper value of the alpha is hard
to choose for points with changing density, which is
a common case in some applications, such as faded
text recognition.
In this paper, we propose an eﬀective curve
reconstruction method for strip-shaped points with
self-intersections, multiple parts, and diﬀerent local
shape scales and sampling densities. The most important problem is how to produce a proper graph to
capture the topology of underlying geometry of those
points. The classic ‘top-down’ and ‘bottom-up’
strategies may give rise to incorrect reconstruction
in the self-intersecting regions. To handle those
intractable cases and obtain more faithful curves
passing through those regions, we present a novel
strategy consisting of node sampling and edge
reﬁnement. For describing the algorithm without
confusion, we denote the sampled points by nodes

(a)

(b)
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in the rest of this paper. In the sampling step, we apply the anisotropic farthest point sampling technique
with an adaptable sphere, which proceeds along the
principal direction of the points. The anisotropic
adaptive sampling reﬂects the intrinsic properties of
the points, minimizes the possibilities of incorrect
connections, and greatly increases the eﬃciency of
the entire algorithm. By inheriting the neighborhood of the original points, a graph is constructed
on those nodes. With the help of adaptive sampling,
the nodes of diﬀerent non-linear regions, including
self-intersecting regions and highly curved regions,
are distinguished by a clustering operation. Next,
the graph is restructured by an edge reﬁnement procedure, which consists of two successive operators.
The contraction operator is applied to delete the
loops, while the merging operator removes unnecessary branches and self-intersections. Finally, the
pruned graph is optimized by a least-squares (LS)
system to eﬃciently improve the geometric approximation of the reconstructed piecewise linear curves.
The pipeline of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.

2 Related works
2.1 Methods based on thinning points
The moving least-squares (MLS) technique
is an eﬃcient reconstruction method for thinning
unorganized points (Levin, 1998; Alexa et al., 2001).
To choose an optimal weighting parameter for
local least-squares ﬁtting, Lee (1999) estimated a
correlation value which reﬂects the local thickness
of the points. Once the point cloud became thin
enough, Lee reconstructed the curve by ordering the
points in the cloud after reducing the number of

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 1 The pipeline of our curve reconstruction algorithm: (a) Anisotropic adaptive sampling; (b) Non-linear
region identiﬁcation by clustering; (c) Edge reﬁnement with a contraction operator; (d) Edge reﬁnement with
a merging operator; (e) Approximation improvement. The four node clusters corresponding to four non-linear
regions in (b) and (c) are displayed in diﬀerent colors
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points if needed.
However, applying MLS to
points within a self-intersecting region, where the
data does not process a linear structure, is not
so meaningful (Tagliasacchi et al., 2009). Hence,
these approaches work only for point sets without
self-intersecting regions.
2.2 Methods based on fitting boundary
Lin et al. (2005) presented a reconstruction algorithm based on computing an interval B-spline
curve. Shape-based rectangle sequences were ﬁrstly
constructed to cover the input points, and then two
pieces of boundary point sequences were computed.
Finally, the boundary curves and middle curve were
reconstructed successively using interval B-spline.
Song (2010) proposed a method that is good at removing outliers and handling a shape of changing
density based on graph theory. Song exploited an
iCluster tree computed from a minimal spanning tree
(MST) on a graph to ﬁlter out the noises, conﬁned
a Voronoi tree for ﬁtting the boundary of the input points, and thinned the internal region to obtain
a middle curve. However, these boundary ﬁtting
methods make no attempt to attack points with selfintersections or multiple parts cases.
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construction result is sensitive to the penalization
threshold, especially in the multiple self-intersecting
regions. To reconstruct self-intersecting curves, Liu
and Jia (2005) presented a bottom-up strategy. A
set of vertices was ﬁrst initialized based on principal oriented points (POPs), and then a principal
graph was constructed from these vertices through a
two-layer process. One novelty of their algorithm is
a post-processing designed for the self-intersections,
which combines the two adjacent self-intersections
when they are near enough. However, it may fail in
more complicated situations, such as more than two
adjacent self-intersections. Meanwhile, their method
needs pre-segmentation when handling curves with
multiple parts, because it is designed on the MST of
a fully connected graph.

3 Methodology
To make our explanation clear, we ﬁrst introduce some related notations. Suppose P is a stripshaped point set. We pay attention to ﬁtting a
polygonal curve passing through P , which has the
same topology and approximates the geometry of P .
Disave means the average of distances between each
point and its nearest neighbor in P .

2.3 Methods based on principal curves

3.1 Anisotropic adaptive sampling

Hastie and Stuetzle (1989), who did the groundbreaking work on principal curves, proposed the concept of self-consistency, meaning that each point
of the principal curve is the average overall points
projected therein. A variety of other algorithms
based on principal curves have been presented subsequently; they essentially diﬀer in how the ‘middle’ of the distribution is found (Tibshirani, 1992;
Tharpey and Flury, 1996; Kégl et al., 2000; Delicado, 2001). Few of these algorithms can deal with
curves with self-intersections or multiple parts. Verbeek et al. (2002) proposed an algorithm to reconstruct a self-intersecting curve by simply connecting line segments. However, it usually produces incorrect results when handling highly curved data.
Moreover, redundant self-intersections may occur in
their results. Einbeck et al. (2005) used principal
component analysis (PCA) to locally ﬁt the principal curves. They introduced the angle penalty to
distinguish the crossings and made the ﬁtting process proceed along one direction. However, the re-

Constructing a graph by all the input points is
unnecessary. Inspired by Liu and Jia (2005) and
Cao et al. (2010), we sample the points ﬁrst. Cao et
al. (2010) used a farthest point sampling technique
by a ﬁxed-radius sampling sphere; yet, it is diﬃcult
to handle diﬀerent local shape scales. If the sampling radius is too large, incorrect connections may
be produced when the sampling sphere covers multiple close-by structures; if the radius is too small,
large-area dense connections may be generated even
in branches in the next step, which may lead to redundant cycles after the edge contraction operation
presented by Cao et al. (2010). These cycles are difﬁcult to remove since we cannot distinguish whether
they are formed according to the underlying topology or not.
Adaptivity: We present an adaptive sampling
operation based on two intuitive observations followed by all adaptive sampling algorithms (Ruiz
et al., 2007): (1) A small number of nodes are enough
to depict linear regions (branches); (2) Non-linear
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regions (self-intersecting regions and highly curved
regions) need more nodes to be characterized faithfully. PCA techniques are well-known to identify
linear regions. To identify such regions with diﬀerent thicknesses, similar to Lee (1999), we increase the
sampling radius r iteratively, initialized by a minimum radius rmin , until all points in the current sampling sphere are linear or the radius reaches a maximum radius rmax . The rmax is deﬁned to avoid missing close-by self-intersections and producing incorrect connections between two close-by regions when
constructing a graph in the next step. When the
sampling radius r reaches rmax in a non-linear region,
we employ a sampling sphere with the minimum radius rmin . The adaptive sampling strategy overcomes
the two shortcomings mentioned above: incorrect
connections and additional cycles. The computation time and memory usage of our sampling method
are also reduced compared with uniform sampling
approaches.
Anisotropism: Instead of isotropic adaptive
sampling, sampling along the direction of the current
branch may further decrease the number of nodes
while maintaining the correct geometry. Therefore,
during each sampling step, we ﬁrst assign the current
node as the origin, and establish a local coordinate
system based on the three local principal axes of the
points in the current sampling sphere. Then we measure the distances between the current node and the
points in the sampling sphere by
d = r1 + 0.1 ×

1
1
+ 0.1 ×
,
1 + r2
1 + r3

(1)

where r1 , r2 , and r3 are the Euclidean distances
between the point and its projections on the ﬁrst,
second, and third local principal axes, respectively.
Finally, we prescribe the farthest point as the next
sphere center.
Algorithm: We deﬁne a distance set D to control
the sampling process. To measure the linearity, we
ﬁrst compute the 3 × 3 covariance matrix
⎡
⎢
⎢
C=⎢
⎣

p1 − p̄
p2 − p̄
..
.
pk − p̄

⎤T ⎡
⎥ ⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥ ·⎢
⎦ ⎣

p1 − p̄
p2 − p̄
..
.
pk − p̄

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥,
⎦

(2)

for the subset S of P included in the sampling sphere,
where pi (i = 1, 2, ..., k) are the points in the sampling sphere, and p̄ is their barycenter. Then a value
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l(S) is deﬁned to evaluate the linear trend of the
points in S with the eigenvalues λi (i = 0, 1, 2) of C
as
λ2
,
(3)
l(S) =
λ0 + λ1 + λ2
where it is assumed that λ0 ≤ λ1 ≤ λ2 . λi measures
the variation of S along the direction of the corresponding eigenvector vi (Pauly et al., 2002). Thus,
we can say the local curve is linearly extending with
the direction v2 if l(S) is large enough (larger than
0.9 for all our experiments). The increasing process
of radius breaks when r > rmax , which means the
current points locate in non-linear regions, and we
set r = rmin . D consists of the distances computed
by Eq. (1) for every point in P , which are initialized
with zero for all points. Each element of D is the
minimum distance between the point and the nodes.
The algorithm is summarized as follows:
Algorithm 1 Anisotropic adaptive sampling
1: Choose an initial point in P randomly
2: Determine the local radius r of the sampling sphere

as described above
3: Assign the barycenter of the points in the sphere as

the node
4: Update a subset of D with their new distances, only

for the points in the sphere
5: Proceed with the point with the largest d∈D as the

next sphere center. Go to Line 2

Fig. 2 brieﬂy shows the adaptive sampling process of our algorithm. We see that the sampling
spheres are diﬀerent in size according to the local
thickness, and that the farthest point is assigned as
the next sphere center. Note that, in Fig. 2b, we assign the farthest point along the principal direction
as the next sphere center, and the farthest point with
Euclidean distance is not the same one. Applying
this anisotropic sampling method, fewer nodes are
sampled to preserve the geometry and topology of
the input points. Fig. 3 shows that our anisotropic
adaptive sampling operation is insensitive to rmin .
The default value of rmin is 10 Disave .
3.2 Non-linear region identification by clustering
Non-linear region identiﬁcation is important to
capture the essential topology of the input points.
However, most of the traditional methods (Lee, 1999;
Einbeck et al., 2005; Lin et al., 2005; Cao et al., 2010;
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Fig. 2 The anisotropic adaptive sampling process: (a) Input point cloud; (b) The 1st-time sampling; (c) The
2nd-time sampling; (d) The n th-time sampling. The sampling spheres and nodes in the same step are marked
with the same color. The current sampling sphere is drawn in a solid line. The bold point and the symbol ‘×’
are the center of the sphere and the sampled node, respectively

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3
The robustness of our anisotropic adaptive sampling method: (a) r min =8 Disave ; (b) r min =
10 Disave ; (c) r min =12 Disave

Song, 2010) do not provide a special treatment on
them, which may lead to incorrect curves in the selfintersecting regions. Liu and Jia (2005) proposed a
post-processing to rectify the topology by combining
two adjacent self-intersections when they are near
enough. However, it will be confused if the model
has more than two adjacent self-intersecting regions.
Shapira et al. (2008) identiﬁed self-intersections by
PCA with a ﬁxed-neighborhood, so it is diﬃcult to
distinguish diﬀerent local shape characteristics.
We present a non-linear region identiﬁcation algorithm based on constructing a weighted graph with
the adaptive sampled node set Q, followed by distinguishing them with node clusters. Each node
qi ∈ Q, which is sampled using a sphere with radius ri , represents a set of associated points Pi ⊂ P ,
such that P = ∪i Pi and Pi ∩ Pj = ∅, ∀i = j.
Actually, the adaptive sampling process described
in Section 3.1 distinguishes the linear regions and

non-linear regions of input points, according to the
diﬀerent radii determined by the dynamic PCA. If
ri = rmin , qi most likely locates in non-linear regions. Otherwise, qi is most likely in linear regions.
Identifying non-linear regions by clustering directly
on Q is parameter-sensitive since incorrect neighborhoods covering close-by regions are prone to generate due to the sparseness of Q, which may lead to
incorrect clusters consequently. Therefore, we ﬁrst
construct a graph H of Q as follows: if the k nearest
neighbors of the associated points of two nodes share
common points, an edge between these two nodes is
constructed. By examining all such pairs of nodes in
Q, the graph H is constructed, respecting the shape
of original points P . Then the weights are assigned
to all edges of H by the following rules:
1. The weight for an edge is set with zero, if the
length of the edge d < 1.5rmin .
2. Otherwise, the weight is directly set with the
length of the edge.
With this weighted graph H and a randomly selected root node, the shortest distances between the
root and the nodes are computed and sorted. We
cluster the nodes with the same shortest distance into
one group, and note them by one color, which implies
that they may be sampled from the same non-linear
region. Figs. 4a–4c are the non-linear region identiﬁcation results under the diﬀerent sampling radii in
Figs. 3a–3c.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4 The robustness of our non-linear region identiﬁcation method. (a), (b), and (c) are non-linear
regions identiﬁed with r min = 8 Disave , 10 Disave , and
12 Disave , respectively. The number of clusters remains at four, which is robust to diﬀerent radii

3.3 Edge refinement
Given the graph H with identiﬁed non-linear regions, we improve the edge contraction method proposed by Cao et al. (2010) to produce a 1D curve.
To generate the curve passing through non-linear regions more faithfully, we deﬁne two successive operators, contraction and merging, to collapse unnecessary edges.
The contraction operator is designed for building a 1D curve with no triangles in H. It contracts
the two endpoints of an edge by its midpoint, and
then the points associated with the two endpoints
are assigned to the newly created node. In addition,
if one of the two endpoints is colored, the new node
is assigned the same color. The contraction operator
is forbidden, however, to apply if the two endpoints
have diﬀerent colors. To preserve the shape of H
and make the ﬁnal nodes uniformly distributed,
we iteratively collapse the edge with the shortest

(a)

(b)
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length and minimal degree, where the degree of an
edge is deﬁned as the minimal degree of its two endpoints.
The merging operator is applied to each colored
group one by one, after the contraction operation.
If one color group has more than two nodes whose
degrees are more than two, merge them by a new one.
Since we just merge them in one color group, this
operator avoids merging diﬀerent self-intersections,
which may occur when using the method of Liu and
Jia (2005). We show the diﬀerent functions of the
two operators in Figs. 5b and 5c. The graph becomes
a 1D curve after completing the two operators.
The edge reﬁnement process destroys all triangles in the graph H, but may generate some imperfections occasionally, such as short circles. These imperfections can be easily detected and restructured
by the classic operators on graphs. For instance,
Kégl and Krzyzak (2002) provided a collection of
restructuring operations to improve the structural
quality of the curve.
3.4 Approximation improvement
Generally speaking, the topology of the reconstructed curve after completing the above mentioned
steps is correct, while the geometry is not always
perfect. For example, as shown in Fig. 5c, some long
edges of highly curved regions do not approximate
the original points faithfully. Besides the topological
consistency, the geometric approximation is another
important factor to evaluate the reconstructed curve
(Singh et al., 2000; Einbeck et al., 2005; Liu and
Jia, 2005). As presented in Singh et al. (2000), the
quality of the reconstructed curve depends not only

(c)

(d)

Fig. 5 Edge reﬁnement and approximation improvement guided by the cluster groups: (a) Graph H with four
clusters; (b) Result after applying the contraction operator; (c) Result after applying the merging operator;
(d) Result after approximation improvement
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upon the essential topology, but on the number of nodes as well. Therefore, we ﬁrst adjust
the number of the nodes, and then improve the
geometric approximation by LS curve ﬁtting.
Since H is a simple piecewise linear curve, and
the number of nodes cannot be deﬁned in advance,
we adjust the node set by equalizing the edge length
of the graph H, such as splitting the relatively long
edges and merging the relatively short ones. Every
original point is associated with one of the nodes that
is the nearest. Inspired by the least-squares method
for mesh processing (Sorkine and Cohen-Or, 2004),
we optimize the graph H by minimizing the following
LS system:
E(Q) =



qi − qi

2

+w

LQ

2

,

(4)

where L is the Laplacian matrix of the graph H, providing the regularization term. To keep curve adhere
to the original points, we exploit the approximation
term as used in the classic locally optimal projection (LOP) operator (Lipman et al., 2007). qi is the
L1 median of the associated points of node qi . The
reason for computing L1 median is its robustness to
outliers. Penalty coeﬃcient w is a constant value,
which balances the approximation and smoothness
of the curve skeleton. Fig. 5d demonstrates the effectiveness of this ﬁtting step.
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Various kinds of simulated and real data were tested,
such as points with self-intersections, multiple parts,
and diﬀerent local shape scales and sampling densities. These problems are common but intractable in
many applications, which can demonstrate the capabilities of our algorithm. We also compared our
method with the traditional methods. Table 1 shows
the runtime for all presented models, indicating that
our algorithm can produce good results with satisfying running time.
4.1 A gallery of our results
Fig. 6a shows the results of a point set with different local shape scales. Our algorithm overcomes
the diﬃculty that the data has diﬀerent local widths
and reconstructs a desirable curve. Fig. 6b gives an
example of a point set with diﬀerent sampling densities. The reconstructed curve is symmetric although
the left points are much less than the right ones. In
addition, the weights for Laplacian smoothing are
designed carefully to preserve the features, as shown
in Fig. 6b.
Real data, including ﬁngerprint and Chinese
and English text images, was also tested. The results are shown in Figs. 6c–6e. Since our algorithm
can provide satisfying results for these images, it may
be well applied in ﬁngerprint identiﬁcation and text
recognition ﬁelds.

4 Results and discussions

4.2 Comparison with thinning-based method

We implemented our algorithm in Matlab
and conducted experiments on an Intel PC with
Pentium D 2.80 GHz CPU and 1 GB RAM. In
all tests, we used by default the following thresholds: rmin = 10Disave , rmax = 6rmin , k = 5, w = 1.

We also examined some simple data in our experiments. The data in Fig. 7 was adapted from Lee
(1999), including 2D and 3D strip-shaped points.
The results indicate that our algorithm can generate

Table 1 Time statistics of the proposed algorithm
Model
Fig. 1
Figs. 3–5
Fig. 6a
Fig. 6b
Fig. 6c
Fig. 6d
Fig. 6e
Fig. 7b
Fig. 7d
Fig. 8a
Fig. 8d

Time (s)

Number of points
10 000
7883
2170
2998
43 876
7917
9939
1000
1000
4403
3571

Sampling

Clustering

Reﬁnement

Fitting

Total

0.526
0.405
0.140
0.137
5.592
0.444
0.568
0.079
0.073
0.225
0.215

0.090
0.057
0.033
0.032
2.937
0.070
0.085
0.018
0.016
0.046
0.048

0.036
0.023
0.017
0.013
0.574
0.018
0.022
0.008
0.002
0.021
0.021

0.057
0.042
0.037
0.020
7.463
0.084
0.079
0.024
0.023
0.042
0.058

0.709
0.527
0.227
0.202
16.566
0.616
0.754
0.129
0.114
0.334
0.342
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(a)
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(b)

(d)

(c)

(e)

Fig. 6 More results on diﬀerent kinds of data: (a) Multi-scale data; (b) Non-uniform data; (c) Fingerprint
image; (d) Chinese text image; (e) English text image

simple open curves, as well as the method proposed by Lee (1999) did. However, Lee’s method
needs time-consuming thinning operation ﬁrst,
which is not easy to control, especially for the data
with diﬀerent local shape scales.
4.3 Comparison with principal curve-based
method on self-intersecting data
(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Fig. 7 Comparison with the method proposed by Lee
(1999). (a) Result 1 by Lee (1999); (b) Result 1 by
our algorithm; (c) Result 2 by Lee (1999); (d) Result
2 by our algorithm

Fig. 8 shows the comparison results with the
methods in Verbeek et al. (2002) and Einbeck et
al. (2005) on some complicated data with selfintersections. It is obvious that the curves reconstructed using our method are much better. Although we have carefully tuned the parameters in
their methods, the results of the method in Verbeek et al. (2002) have incorrect connections and
excess self-intersections, as shown in the close-up
views (Figs. 8b and 8e). The method in Einbeck
et al. (2005) fails in capturing the correct topology
(Fig. 8f), as the result is sensitive to the local weight
inﬂuence factors and the angle criterion, which are
both diﬃcult to control. In addition, users must
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)
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Fig. 8 Comparison with methods in Verbeek et al. (2002) and Einbeck et al. (2005): (a, d) Results of our
method; (b, e) Results of Verbeek et al. (2002); (c, f ) Results of Einbeck et al. (2005)

try many times to obtain a good result when using their method, because they randomly choose the
initial point but may not pass through the whole
places. Our anisotropic adaptive sampling method
controlled by local PCA easily solves these problems,
since PCA with a proper radius has the ability to distinguish each self-intersecting region.

5 Conclusions
In this paper, we propose an eﬀective and efﬁcient curve reconstruction method for non-simple
strip-shaped points. Compared with traditional
methods, our algorithm can deal with complicated
data with self-intersections, multiple parts, and different local shape scales and sampling densities. Not
only simulated, but also real, data, such as ﬁngerprint and text images, were tested in our experiments. The results show that our algorithm can generate faithful curves with high quality that capture
the original shapes.
The main problem with our algorithm is that it
may produce undesirable lines between objects, due

to improper neighbor size and outliers, which is a
common diﬃculty in point cloud processing. In addition, the proposed local linear measure does not
eﬀectively distinguish the self-intersecting regions or
highly curved regions, which leads to slight excess
computation. We will try to overcome these shortcomings in the future.
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